Troy University has created a niche that includes good stewardship, prestigious international partners and long-standing community relationships.

Neal Wade, Director
Alabama Development Office

We’re really excited, here at Troy University, by the establishment of the Center for International Business and Economic Development. We now have a mechanism for fostering economic development on a global scale. Troy University’s newly established MBA degree, with an international economic development concentration, will prepare students to compete with a global perspective within Alabama and far beyond our borders.

Dr. Jack Hawkins, Jr.
Chancellor

Governor Bob Riley’s Plan 2010—Our Vision for Alabama

... we opened an economic development office in Heidelberg, Germany, at Troy University’s Heidelberg campus. This office has helped us build stronger relationships with European business leaders, which is a key first step in winning major industrial projects, and...because TROY already had a campus there, we were able to do it with no additional cost to the state.
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THE WEALTH OF KNOWLEDGE

Troy University graduates contribute to the world every day. And the financial future begins right here in Alabama. Together, our four campuses in Troy, Dothan, Montgomery and Phenix City had an economic impact of $336 million during the 2005-2006 academic year. This incredible contribution can only intensify as TROY creates new jobs within the University and adds even more highly skilled graduates to the State’s workforce.

EDUCATING THE FUTURE

In the 21st century, Alabama’s greatest wealth is found in its people. The economy is increasingly knowledge-driven, and TROY alumni have the advanced educational foundation necessary to make a significant impact. Equipped with an international network and a global perspective, our graduates help ensure TROY’s reach beyond the classroom.

CREATING STRONG CONNECTIONS

Our newly established Center for International Business and Economic Development acts as a vital link between education and commerce. TROY’s experienced staff provides key support services and customized training to existing and potential businesses. This important resource creates professional development opportunities, strengthens community relations and enhances economic growth.

BUILDING A GLOBAL PRESENCE

Troy University, a thriving economic force, reaches beyond traditional educational and geographic boundaries. With more than 28,000 students and over 100,000 alumni from over 60 campuses and sites in 16 states and 11 foreign locales, TROY has true global reach. Attracting the attention of international students and corporations, our global presence helps generate substantial revenue for the State of Alabama.

In countless ways, Troy University brings value from the four corners of the world home to Alabama.